
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Message from the State Director 
By Tom Wertman 

 
Last year’s biggest UFO 
event appeared to be the 
additional information 
coming out about the 2004 
UFO encounter 100 miles 
off the coast of San Diego, 
Ca. The main story 
centered on the USS 
Princeton, a Ticonderoga-
class guided missile cruiser 
tracking objects moving 

from 60,000 feet to sea level over a two week 
period. Two US Navy F/A18A fighters were directed 
to the area. While detecting nothing on radar, 
Commander David Favor observed and attempted 
to approve a Tic-Tac shaped object. The F/A18A 
was unable to turn with the object and it departed at 
a high rate of speed. Favor said I do not know what 
it was, but I wanted to fly one. Hopefully more will 
come out about the encounter.  
 
Check the MUFON of Ohio websites for upcoming 
MUFON of Ohio meetings and library programs. 
This year I’m doing a limited number of library 
programs. The extra time will allow me to focus on 
individual research, networking with other 
researchers, and a new podcast. 
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UFOdyssey is the name of the podcast Paul 
Althouse and I will be hosting on Odysy1.com. 
Currently the show is prerecorded with a new 
episode each week on Thursday night at 8:00 pm. 
The new episode will replay twice that week along 
with the previous week’s episode. Episode 1 
featured the Pentagons admissions of running a 
secret program to gather information on UFOs. 
Episode 2 will be Salt Fork missing time. Episode 3 
will feature an interview with researcher David 
Marler. Check out the website for shows info and 
schedule. The show will also be on iHeart radio 
under Odysy Radio. 

I debated about doing a podcast for some time. 
What sold me on the idea were several factors: 
being able to reach out to a broader audience, I 
have control of the show content, and it’s 
associated with Star Trek. I hope you tune in and 
enjoy. 

 
Editor’s Notes 

By Phyllis Budinger 
 

The venue and other 
logistics of the 2019 
conference have been 
wrapped up thanks to 
Bruce Budinger.  It will 
be August 17th at the 
Quality Inn and 
Conference Center in 
Bellville, Ohio, which is 
the same site as last 

year.  Please save the date!  We have one speaker 
committed.  That is Paola Harris.  The potato bar 
for lunch will be repeated at extra cost. The details 
will be given in the next newsletter. 
 
At the Board Meeting held in December we 
discussed money raising endeavors included 
running advertisements and selling things (mugs, 
glasses, placemats, coasters)  Let us know if you 
have additional suggestions. 
 
     You will notice this issue has 20 pages rather 
than the usual 16.  There were more than usual 
interesting articles available that I thought you 
would enjoy.  You will finally read about our Ohio 
abduction event at Salt Fork State Park August 29-
30, 2014.  Tom Wertman was the chief investigator.  
Yours truly did the analysis of the experiencers’ 
clothing and soil samples from the site. 

 
    We thank and appreciate Dr. Michael Swords’ 
review of the new TV show “Project Blue Book”.  
Thanks go to Paul Althouse for his cartoon, as 
always to Rick Hilberg for his Ohio Retro tidbits, 
also Ron McGlone for the status of UFO 
investigation in Ohio. 
 

 
 
(Two articles follow indicating alien presence on the 
moon.  If UFOs are flying all over the earth, it seems 
logical to assume they have bases on the moon.  I have 
heard of Neil Armstrong’s sighting for many years.  
Sightings of lights and structures on the moon also have 
been reported for a long time.  I have personal 
information from a photo analyst who saw 
lights/structures on the moon that were not made by us.  
A number of websites report the following stories, two of 
which I have cited. Ed.) 

 
A Presence on the Moon? - Moon Anomalies 
 (www.bahaistudies.net/asma/aliens_on_moon.pdf) 

(https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/luna/luna_moonano
malies02.htm) 

 
Is there an "Alien Base" on the Moon? More and 
more people are coming forward with stories that 
might prove this is true. Rumors say that there is an 
Alien Moon Base on the far side of the moon, the 
side we never see from Earth.  
 
Did you ever wonder why the Moon landings 
stopped and why we have not tried to build a Moon 
Base? It does seem like a better and easier idea 
than a floating space station with no access to any 
raw materials or supplies? According to the NASA 
Astronaut Neil Armstrong the aliens have a base on 
the Moon and told us in no uncertain terms to get 
off and stay off the Moon!  
 
Sound far-fetched? Milton Cooper, a Naval 
Intelligence Officer tells us that not only does the 
Alien Moon Base exist but the U.S. Naval 
Intelligence Community refers to the Alien Moon 
Base as "Luna," that there is a huge mining 
operation going on there, and that is where the 
aliens keep their huge mother ships while the trips 
to Earth are made in smaller "flying saucers".  
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According to hitherto unconfirmed reports with calls 
to their offering no help, both Neil Armstrong and 
Edwin "Buzz" Aldrin saw UFOs shortly after their 
historic landing on the Moon in Apollo 11 on 21 July 
1969. I remember hearing one of the astronauts 
refer to a "light" in or on a carter during the 
television transmission, followed by a request from 
mission control for further information. Nothing 
more was heard.  
 

According to a former NASA 
employee Otto Binder, 
unnamed radio hams with 
their own VHF receiving 
facilities that bypassed 
NASA's broadcasting 
outlets picked up the 
following exchange:  
 

NASA: What's there? Mission Control calling Apollo 
11...  
 
Apollo: These "Babies" are huge, Sir! Enormous! 
OH MY GOD! You wouldn't believe it! I'm telling 
you there are other spacecraft out there, lined up 
on the far side of the crater edge! They're on the 
Moon watching us!  
 

In 1979, Maurice Chatelain, 
former chief of NASA 
Communications Systems 
confirmed that Armstrong 
had indeed reported seeing 
two UFOs on the rim of a 
crater. "The encounter was 
common knowledge in 
NASA," he revealed, "but 

nobody has talked about it until now."  
 
Soviet scientists were allegedly the first to confirm 
the incident. "According to our information, the 
encounter was reported immediately after the 
landing of the module," said Dr. Vladimir Azhazha, 
a physicist and Professor of Mathematics at 
Moscow University. "Neil Armstrong relayed the 
message to Mission Control that two large, 
mysterious objects were watching them after 
having landed near the moon module. But his 
message was never heard by the public-because 
NASA censored it. " 
 
According to another Soviet scientist, Dr. Aleksandr 
Kazantsev, Buzz Aldrin took color movie film of the 

UFOs from inside the module, and continued 
filming them after he and Armstrong went outside. 
Dr. Azhazha claims that the UFOs departed 
minutes after the astronauts came out on to the 
lunar surface.  
 
Maurice Chatelain also confirmed that Apollo 11's 
radio transmissions were interrupted on several 
occasions in order to hide the news from the public. 
Before dismissing Chatelain's sensational claims, it 
is worth noting his impressive background in the 
aerospace industry and space program. His first job 
after moving from France was as an electronics 
engineer with Convair, specializing in 
telecommunications, telemetry, and radar. In 1959 
he was in charge of an electromagnetic research 
group, developing new radar and 
telecommunications systems for Ryan. One of his 
eleven patents was an automatic flights to the 
Moon. Later, at North American Aviation, Chatelain 
was offered the job of designing and building the 
Apollo communications and data-processing 
systems.  
 
Chatelain claims that "all Apollo and Gemini flights 
were followed, both at a distance and sometimes 
also quite closely, by space vehicles of 
extraterrestrial origin-flying saucers, or UFOs, if you 
want to call them by that name. Every time it 
occurred, the astronauts informed Mission Control, 
who then ordered absolute silence." He goes on to 
say:  
 
"I think that Walter Schirra aboard Mercury 8 was 
the first of the astronauts to use the code name 
'Santa Claus' to indicate the presence of flying 
saucers next to space capsules. However, his 
announcements were barely noticed by the general 
public. 
 
It was a little different when James Lovell on board 
the Apollo 8 command module came out from 
behind the moon and said for everybody to hear: 
 
'PLEASE BE INFORMED THAT THERE IS A 
SANTA CLAUS.'  
 
Even though this happened on Christmas Day 
1968, many people sensed a hidden meaning in 
those words."  
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Rumors persist. NASA may well be a civilian 
agency, but many of its programs are funded by the 
defense budget and most of the astronauts are 
subject to military security regulations. Apart from 
the fact that the National Security Agency screens 
all films and probably radio communications as 
well. We have the statements by Otto Binder, Dr. 
Garry Henderson and Maurice Chatelain that the 
astronauts were under strict orders not to discuss 
their sightings. And Gordon Cooper has testified to 
a United Nations committee that one of the 
astronauts actually witnessed a UFO on the 
ground. If there is no secrecy, why has this sighting 
not been made public?  
 

A certain professor, who 
wished to remain 
anonymous, was engaged 
in a discussion with Neil 
Armstrong during a NASA 
symposium.  
 
Professor: What REALLY 
happened out there with 
Apollo 11?  

 
Armstrong: It was incredible, of course we had 
always known there was a possibility, the fact is, 
we were warned off! (by the Aliens). There was 
never any question then of a space station or a 
moon city.  
 
Professor: How do you mean "warned off"?  
 
Armstrong: I can't go into details, except to say that 
their ships were far superior to ours both in size 
and technology - Boy, were they big!... and 
menacing! No, there is no question of a space 
station.  
 
Professor: But NASA had other missions after 
Apollo 11?  
 

Armstrong: Naturally-NASA was committed at that 
time, and couldn't risk panic on Earth. But it really 
was a quick scoop and back again.  
 
Armstrong confirmed that the story was true but 
refused to go into further detail, beyond admitting 
that the CIA was behind the cover-up.  
 

Cities Found on the Moon! 
 
Reasonable activity of an alien civilization showed 
up unexpectedly close to us. We were not ready for 
it psychologically 
 
We still can come across publications trying to find 
an answer to the question: Are we alone in the 
universe? At the same time, presence of 
reasonable creatures has been detected just close 
to our home, in the Moon. However, the discovery 
was immediately classified as secret, as it was so 
much incredible that even could shake the already 
existing social principles, reports Russia's 
newspaper "Vecherny Volgograd." (This is a Russian 
Translation which accounts for the awkward written 
paragraph. Ed.) 
 
Here is an extract from the official press-release: 
 
“NASA scientists and engineers participating in 
exploration of Mars and Moon reported results of 
their discoveries at a briefing at the Washington 
national press club on March 21, 1996. It was 
announced for the first time that man-caused 
structures and objects had been discovered on the 
Moon.” The scientists spoke rather cautiously and 
evasively about the functioning objects, with the 
exception of UFO. They always mentioned the 
man-caused objects as possible, and pointed out 
the information was still under study, and official 
results would be published later. 
 
It was mentioned at the briefing as well that the 
Soviet Union used to own some photo materials 
proving presence of reasonable activity on the 
Moon. And although it wasn't identified what kind of 
reasonable activity it was, thousands of photo-and 
video materials photographed from the Apollos and 
the Clementine space station demonstrated many 
parts on the lunar surface where the activity and its 
traces were perfectly evident. The video films and 
photos made by U.S. astronauts during the Apollo 
program were demonstrated at the briefing. And 
people were extremely surprised why the materials 
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hadn't been presented to the public earlier. And 
NASA specialists answered: “It was difficult to 
forecast the reaction of people to the information 
that some creatures had been or still were on the 
Moon. Besides, there were some other reasons to 
it, which were beyond NASA.”  
 
Specialist for lunar artifacts Richard Hoagland says 
that NASA is still trying to veil photo materials 
before they are published in public catalogues and 
files, they do retouching or partially refocus them 
while copying. Some investigators, Hoagland is 
among them, suppose that an extraterrestrial race 
had used the Moon as a terminal station during 
their activity on the Earth. The suggestions are 
confirmed by the legends and myths invented by 
different nations of our planet.  
 
Ruins of lunar cities stretched along many 
kilometers, huge transparent domes on massive 
basements, numerous tunnels and other 
constructions make scientists reconsider their 
opinions concerning the lunar problems. How the 
Moon appeared and principles of its revolving 
around the Earth still pose a great problem for 
scientists.  
 
Some partially destroyed objects on the lunar 
surface can’t be placed among natural geological 
formations, as they are of complex organization 
and geometrical structure. In the upper part of Rima 
Hadley, not far from the place where the Apollo-15 
had landed, a construction surrounded with a tall D-
shaped wall was discovered. As of now, different 
artifacts have been discovered in 44 regions. 
 
The NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, the 
Houston Planetary Institute and specialists from the 
bank of space information are investigating the 
regions. Mysterious, terrace-shaped excavations of 
the rock have been discovered near the Tiho crater. 
The concentric hexahedral excavations and the 
tunnel entry at the terrace side can’t be results of 
natural geological processes; instead, they look 
very much like open cast mines.  
 
A transparent dome raised above the crater edge 
was discovered near the crater Copernicus. The 
dome is unusual as it is glowing white and blue 
from inside. A rather unusual object, which is 
unusual indeed even for the Moon, was discovered 
in the upper part of the Factory area. A disk of 
about 50 meters in diameter stands on a square 

basement surrounded with rhombi walls. In the 
picture, close to the rhombi, we can also see a dark 
round embrasure in the ground, which resembles 
an entry in an underground caponier. There is a 
regular rectangular area between Factory and the 
crater Copernicus which is 300 meters wide 400 
meters long. 
 
Apollo 10 astronauts made a unique picture (AS10-
32-4822) of a one-mile long object called Castle, 
which is hanging at the height of 14 kilometers and 
casts a distinct shadow on the lunar surface. The 
object seems to be consisting of several cylindrical 
units and a large conjunctive unit. Internal porous 
structure of the Castle is clearly seen in one of the 
pictures, which makes an impression that some 
parts of the object are transparent.  
 
As it turned out at the briefing where many NASA 
scientists were present, when Richard Hoagland 
had requested originals of the Castle pictures for 
the second time, no pictures were found there at 
all. They disappeared even from the list of pictures 
made by the Apollo 10 crew. Only intermediate 
pictures of the object were found in the archives, 
which unfortunately do nut depict the internal 
structure of the object.  
 
When Apollo-12 crew landed on the lunar surface, 
they saw that the landing was observed by a half-
transparent pyramidal object. It was hanging just 
several meters above the lunar surface and 
shimmered with all rainbow colors against the black 
sky. 
 
In 1969, when the film about astronauts traveling to 
the Sea of Storms was demonstrated (the 
astronauts saw the strange objects once again, 
which were later called “striped glasses”), NASA 
finally understood what consequences such kind of 
control could bring. Astronaut Mitchell answered 
the question about his feelings after a successful 
return the following: “My neck still aches as I had to 
constantly turn my head around because we felt we 
were not alone there. We had no choice but pray.” 
Johnston, who worked at the Houston Space 
Center and studied photos and video materials 
done during the Apollo program, discussed the 
artifacts with Richard Hoagland and said, the NASA 
leadership was awfully annoyed with the great 
number of anomalous, to put it mildly, objects on 
the Moon. It was even said that piloted flights to the 
Moon could be banned in the programs network.  
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Investigators are especially interested in ancient 
structures resembling partially destroyed cities. The 
orbital shooting reveals an astonishingly regular 
geometry of square and rectangular constructions. 
They resemble our terrestrial cities seen from the 
height of 5-8 kilometers. A mission control 
specialist commented on the pictures: “Our guys 
observed ruins of the Lunar cities, transparent 
pyramids, domes and God knows what else, which 
are currently hidden deep inside the NASA safes, 
and felt like Robinson Crusoe when he suddenly 
came across prints of human bare feet on the sand 
of the desert island.” What do geologists and 
scientists say after studying the pictures of lunar 
cities and other anomalous objects? They say, 
such objects can’t be natural formations. “We 
should admit they are artificial, especially the 
domes and pyramids.” Reasonable activity of an 
alien civilization showed up unexpectedly close to 
us. We were not ready for it psychologically, and 
some people hardly believe they are true even now.  

 

 
 

October 24, 1963, Brook Park, Ohio 
 
 "October 24th was a beautiful warm night and I 
went outside in my backyard. Took my favorite 
chair with my binoculars around my neck, and sat 
just looking at the sky. I do this most frequently. I 
sat facing west. The moon was at half phase and 
about 25 degrees above the southwestern horizon. 
There were three small cirrus clouds near the 
moon. The sky was exceptionally clear, and the 
temperature was 69 degrees.  
 
 "At 9:40 EDST about 40 degrees due west a string 
of objects, blue-white and very dull, (could not have 
been seen if I wasn't looking right at it), in the 
formation of a large "J" in the sky about two inches 
at arm's length was noticed. 
 
 "They were heading directly overhead and easterly 
when I put the binoculars on them. They looked as 

if they were attached to something. The whole 
sighting lasted about four to six seconds, (timed 
later). As the string of lights passed stars it seemed 
as if there was a body to one object, because the 
stars would disappear. The binoculars did not 
reveal anything different than the unaided eye."  -
  Allan J. Manak, well known ufologist and at the 
time chair of the Cleveland Ufology Project. 
 
Source: "Flying Saucer Digest" Spring 1995. 
 

 
(I sent an email to Michael Swords for his opinion of the 
new TV series “Project Blue Book” which was given 
much hype by the History Channel.  Their description, 
“HISTORY’s upcoming new drama series “Project Blue 
Book' is based on the true, top-secret investigations into 
Unidentified Flying Objects (UFOs) and related 
phenomena conducted by the United States Air Force 
from 1952 to 1969.”  TRUE? You be the judge!  This 
series revolves around Dr. J. Allen Hynek and his 
involvement in some well-known UFO cases.  Michael 
personally knew Hynek, so I was very interested in his 
view of the series. He sent me quite an in-depth critique 
of the first three episodes. I thank him for the critique as 
well as giving me permission to share his comments with 
you. This missive has been slightly edited. Ed.)  
 

The “Project Blue Book” TV Series 
A Critique 

By Michael D. Swords, Ph.D. 
 

Ok folks; I watched my DVD 
of this. I'm going to belabor 
you with information, figuring 
that you can always click off 
if it's too much. But first a 
few bottom lines: 
 
1. This is pretty good 
television, but not much of a 
"Faction" piece. That is, if I 

had to give a percentage of accuracy it would be 
way under 10%. 
 
2. Do I have a right to critique this? It's up to you to 
judge, but I knew Allen Hynek and Mimi Hynek 
personally (though not as well as some of my close 
research associates did), worked for Hynek's 

By Rick Hilberg 
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Center for UFO Studies many years, and have, as I 
said, Ed Ruppelt's files, and have a personal file of 
the George Gorman "Fargo, ND Dogfight" that is 
over 100pp thick --- this was a very famous 1948 
case. 
 
Episode One (The Fuller Dogfight) 
 
A. The TV show is loosely based on the Gorman 
case. What happened in that case is that Lt. 
George Gorman (here called "Fuller") was returning 
to land when confronted by an unknown (in his 
opinion) white sphere which was "round and 
somewhat flat". Its odd motions made him 
investigate, but he couldn't keep up with the thing's 
maneuverability. There were times of chasing the 
thing, times of being out-circled by the thing, and 
times when it seemed to Gorman to be just toying 
with him. Other witnesses existed to the "dogfight" 
(but only a straight line flight part) on the ground 
and in the field tower.  
 
B. This incident occurred in 1948, and was 
investigated then. The opinion of the USAF at the 
time was that Gorman had his dogfight with a 
balloon. Some records of a balloon release were 
found, but that explanation was never really 
followed through with actual data on wind direction 
and launch observations, so the explanation was 
put into record as a guess as it seemed the 
simplest one. Gorman didn't believe it, nor did the 
others in the tower.  
 
C. It was not Blue Book but its predecessor Project 
SIGN that investigated the case. Hynek was not 
involved even though he was just being hired out of 
Ohio State to do a paper work job of reading case 
files (not traveling to North Dakota) and evaluating 
them for possible Astronomical explanations. His 
report, the astronomy section of the Project's final 
report in 1949 (now called Project Grudge), 
suggested "no astronomical explanation" (his job) 
but also likely balloon close pass (not his job.)  
 
D. When Captain Ruppelt took over the now named 
Project Blue Book (names changed when the task 
would go in and out of favor), he decided that the 
Gorman case was interesting, but, to my records, 
no new trip to North Dakota occurred, and certainly 
not with Hynek --- after finishing his paper study in 
1949, Hynek went back to his astronomy job, until 
being hired by Ruppelt in early 1952 as a semi-
permanent consultant. Ruppelt for some reason 

retained a true interest in the Gorman case, getting 
notary public testimony on record after he retired 
from Blue Book. This later testimony is dated 1955.  
 
So.... now the "insider" stuff most of which is bogus: 
I'll just list this. 
 
1. Gorman did not deliberately buzz a ball game, 
but did chase the object over it. He certainly didn't 
fire at it over US soil --- a court martial offense 
without high orders --- since he was National Guard 
I'm not sure that his plane was equipped to fire. 
Gorman did not spin out nor crash but landed 
safely and normally at the airfield. There was no 
collision. 
 
2. The scene with the big wigs worrying about 
civilian emotions could represent something which 
might have occurred, as it has precisely the USAF 
and CIA concerns voiced by the so-called 
Robertson Panel of early 1953. Gorman's case 
however provided no role in that top secret meeting 
(of which we have the proceedings.) (Hynek 
attended.)  
 
3. Ed Ruppelt (called Michael Quinn in the show) 
did not have pictures of aliens in his office. His 
"office" was a shared space in the ATIC HQ 
building on Wright-Pat AFB, and his desk was 
beside the one with intel officer keeping track of 
Soviet MIG reports.  
 
4. The actor does look a bit like the young Allen 
Hynek.  Allen and Mimi’s son Paul would not have 
yet been born, let alone be polluting Dad's files with 
Flash Gordon comics.  
 
5. Allen would not have resisted the USAFs offer of 
a paid consultancy for a second. That is how 
almost all young astronomers made ends meet. 
 
6. Ruppelt didn't smoke. No idea why they did that -
-- maybe the actor needed a crutch.  
 
7. Hynek's involvement with satellite tracking 
cameras didn't start until the later 1950s and the 
money came through Harvard, not OSU. 
 
8. Project SIGN DID send officers to Fargo, ND in 
1948 to test Gorman's plane for enhanced counts 
of radiation. They DID find enhanced readings, but 
nowhere near dangerous ones.  
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9. The Close Encounters of the Third Kind 
"communication by music" is (sadly) bogus. 
 
10. Ruppelt more or less invented the term 
"unidentified flying object" not Allen. 
 
11. Needless to say at this point, the entire episode 
in Dakota (Hynek's presence, test flight, second 
crash, Gorman sequestering and mental problems) 
is entirely fiction. 
 
12. Allen driving back home following an MIB into 
an outwardly derelict facility where some musical 
and numerical codes are going on, is so far out of 
Allen's naturally Scaredy Cat personality that all of 
us who knew him would LOL immediately. Allen 
believed that UFO research was best done over a 
good meal with a glass of wine.  
 
13. The idea of a blonde Soviet undercover spy 
would be quite "normal" for the era, though it never 
happened with either Mimi or Allen, and would be 
better timed to 1947-50 and around nuclear-related 
installations.  
 
14. The black-and-white post-drama trailer was 
fairly accurate on the Gorman case, but even there 
the writers couldn't resist the invention of BS. The 
last phrase was saying that Gorman (never 
sequestered nor injected etc.) never spoke of his 
incident again, is utterly false. Dr. Jim McDonald 
interviewed him in 1970 for instance. Gorman did 
say that for several years following the incident he 
did not talk about it, as he had been told by his 
authorities that talking would be a court martial 
offense. That WAS true way back then due to a 
decree put out in those early years by Intelligence 
Director Charles Cabell. Gorman, by the way, 
retired peacefully as a Colonel.  
 
......... so it is. Ain't art beautiful? 
 
Episode 2 (The Flatwoods Monster) 
 
I watched the second Project Blue Book program --
- OUCH!! Really bad. Hard to find anything related 
to the actual case.  
 
Rather than reciting all the program's stupidities, I'll 
just briefly say what the case actually was: 
 
1. A trail of light was seen. and a bunch of boys 
followed over a hill. There they saw something and 

one of them ran back to get Mrs. May, one of the 
boy's mother. She and a couple more kids came 
over quickly. 
 
2. What they saw was a tall machine-like thing --- 
maybe ten foot maybe +/- 2. The thing had a dome 
top with two beams shooting out forwards --- at no 
time did the thing "look" at anyone. It seemed to 
glide down the hill toward another bigger light red 
glowing object. No clawed arms existed --- just a 
barrel body.  
 
3. No one could tell, but the thing must have gone 
inside the larger object (and supposedly away.)  
 
4. Investigations were made by two civilians 
separately (Gray Barker of Clarksburg, WV --- later 
became a joker, but this was his first field 
investigation and it was surprisingly well done.) 
(And the second by Ivan Sanderson, who also did a 
good field investigation --- I have his original files.) 
A third investigation was by the National Guard, of 
which we only have incomplete documents. There 
must have been a fourth investigation secretly, as 
Major Dewey Fournet of the Pentagon wrote an 
impatient document to some military test lab 
demanding that soil samples from the site be 
reported to him and compared with a second site 
which had roots apparently "microwaved" beneath 
the soil. This is quite interesting --- way more that 
the invented crap the TV program is pushing.  
 
5. Flatwoods has never been explained, but gave 
the USAF no public problems since it was 
sensationalized enough that no one way back in 
1952 believed it. Mrs. May and her son stayed firm 
and accurate with their stories for decades 
thereafter.  
 
6. Hynek never had anything to do with this case. 
 
Episode 3 (The Lubbock Lights) 
 
That episode was so bad in terms of near 
character-assassination of famous people in the 
field, that it was next to disgusting to watch. But 
here's what really is documented from the USAF 
own files anyway: 
 
A. The Lubbock Lights happened --- at least 7 
times over about a week's run.  
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B. Plovers were suggested by a person here and 
there who didn't see them. Other experienced bird 
watchers said that although plovers DO migrate in 
roughly "V" flying patterns, they are nowhere near 
rigid and you can hear them at their relatively low 
altitude. It was not a Texas Tech professor who 
took the pictures nor suggested the bird idea 
originally.  
 
C. One set of pictures was taken by a fellow named 
Carl Hart. The USAF took those (didn't keep them; I 
have good copies) but could not use them to 
identify anything.  
D. Ed Ruppelt (Michael Quinn) DID investigate this. 
Allen Hynek was not employed.  
 
E. Four Texas Tech science and engineering profs 
had a sighting and got interested. They were 
contacted by Blue Book both personally and via 
correspondence. They initially were quite excited 
and got into the press. They soon wished they 
hadn't and began backing off their interest, 
ultimately privately bailing out to Ruppelt saying 
that they'd solved the case --- it's reported in the 
literature that their private opinion was that it was 
"ducks" (ducks or plovers relatively the same idea -
-- the fact that the leader of these profs had the last 
name "Ducker" makes this doubly peculiar.) Their 
actual claim to Ruppelt, shown only in a marginal 
note by the good Captain in his files is that they 
really claimed it was "moths." An academic will do 
anything to run away from a forbidden subject. 
 
F. Also hidden in Ruppelt's files is a communication 
from a different TT prof named R.S. Underwood, a 
math prof. Both he and his father-in-law were 
interested. They set up a deal where if one saw the 
things he would call the other who would 
immediately go out and look --- both noting time 
and direction. For once something good happened, 
and they connected. Underwood did the 
triangulation math, using he said conservative 
estimates. The triangulations gave an altitude from 
which the velocity could be estimated: 700mph --- 
pretty fast moths (or plovers.) He felt that his 
altitude was very good (a little over 2000 feet, but 
his speed calculation was harder. To him 700mph 
was the low answer. It continues to boggle me that 
Underwood's data are almost totally ignored in 
Lubbock discussions. I'll admit that I'm almost the 
only one who has read his letter to Ruppelt, but, 
hell, I've tried several times to get it out there.  
 

G. Adding a BIG dollop of mystery to this is a 
separate document in the Blue Book records, which 
they conveniently refused to ever inform anyone 
about, about two witnesses who reported an 
unknown daylight flying wing type object on the 
same date as the major night-time Lubbock 
episode. Put lights on this thing and it looks exactly 
like Hart's pictures. Our famous Flying Wings were 
not flying then, by the way --- records on them are 
very good.  
 
A couple of thumbs-downs on the episode: no such 
effects on cars have ever been noted --- lots of 
engine stoppages but not metal deformation. No 
witness has ever had remnant static electricity "in" 
them. Major Donald Keyhoe was a tough straight 
up guy who never paid anyone off for a story --- he 
worked for TRUE at the time and they may have 
offered money but not Keyhoe. Trying to intimidate 
him would have blown up big time (a personal 
friend was ex-CIA director Admiral Roscoe 
Hillenkoetter, and chief of USN weapons 
development Admiral Delmar Fahrney, plus 
Lindberg.) --- Ruppelt was happily married and no 
run-around. 
 
That's enough --- the Lubbock Lights remain 
unidentified and look suspiciously like a huge flying 
wing machine. If they were ours, there are no 
records of whatever that project was --- available to 
us anyway. 
 

 
 

Did Aliens Create The Human Race? Ancient 
Texts Say YES 

(http://www.ufointernationalproject.com/ufo-topics/did-
aliens-create-the-human-race-ancient-texts-say-yes) 
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Let’s not deny the fact that nowadays there 
appears to be a rather strong finger-pointing 
towards the fact that Aliens could very well created 
the Human Race! Without meaning to offend ANY 
religion the Science behind our existence is proving 
that the missing link in Mans creation ‘appears’ to 
be unknown ‘Alien Genes’ found in our DNA BUT 
also, Ancient writings on the wall and images from 
past and even verses from the Bible ‘appear’ to 
show a connection with us ‘the Human Race’ and 
Alien Beings…..who knows perhaps there is a 
creator of all in the Universe!? 
 

 
     Perhaps we were created to be slaves!? 
  
It is very clear that in many sacred age-old ancient 
texts, we can find stories reference the creation of 
mankind. Among the most important texts we have 
the Sumerian creation texts, which mention the 
creation of man and their creators, The Anunnaki –
 “Those who from heaven came to Earth.” 
 
There are even several important Bible verses that 
refer to the creation of Adam and Eve, which a lot 
of people believe to be based on writings of 
Sumerian clay tablets that speak of “superior” 
beings which created the first human species. 
Genesis 1:26-27: 
 
Then God said, “Let us make mankind in our 
image, in our likeness, so that they may rule 
over the fish in the sea and the birds in the sky, 
over the livestock and all the wild animals, [a] 
and over all the creatures that move along the 
ground.” 
 
So God created mankind in his own image, in 
the image of God he created them; male and 
female he created them. 
 

 
The REAL version of Adam & Eve!? 

  
Even in other important ancient texts, like the Popol 
Vuh which is known as the sacred book of the 
Quiché, the great Maya family, the “powerful ones 
from the sky” created man. 
 

 
Mayan Artifacts appearing to show some kind of ‘Alien’ 

presence!? 
 

 
  
I’m sure the vulgar ‘Islamic State’ will not 
appreciate this thought very much, but even in the 
Qur’an, One night in the month of Ramadan, in the 
year 610 CE, Muhammad suddenly came up with a 
story that angel Gabriel appeared to him and gave 
him revelations from Allah. Gabriel ordered 
Muhammad to read in the name of your god as 
stated in the following verses: 
. Verse 96.1: “read in the name of god who 
created”; 
. Verse 96.2: “created man from a clinging 
substance”; 
. Verse 96.3: “read and your god, the most 
generous”; 
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. Verse 96.4: “who taught by the pen”; 

. Verse 96.5: “Taught man what he did not 
knew”. 
 
Could this visitor of been an Alien and the clinging 
substance some kind of Alien genetic creation for 
Mankind!? 
 

 
 

Could it have been some kind of higher intelligence 
that created man!? 
  
Even in Japanese creation myths and stories, it is 
believed by many that, in Ancient times, a heavenly 
couple descended from the heavens, breaded on 
Earth, leaving their children on Earth and forming 
the Japanese people. 
 

 
This old Asian scroll from Japan depicts a Japanese 

merchant happening upon a small flying saucer that’s 
landed near a rice field! 

 
Much evidence is suggesting that all of these 
apparent religious links to Aliens is actually very 
much fact than FICTION! Back in 2002 with the 
discovery of the human genome, researchers 
indicated that humans have 223 genes that do not 
have predecessors in the genetic tree of evolution – 
Much evidence over the years have suggested that 
we were genetically created by Aliens, please read 
our article on this – Scientist Confirm: Aliens 
Created Our Species! 

 
It very much appears that the important answer as 
to why only humans have had such an abrupt 
evolution from all the species on Earth, could 
possibly be answered by the mere number 
of ancient texts that speak of how life was created 
on Planet Earth. But the BIG question is Why do we 
ignore them?!? Because science does not agree 
with them OR because the world leaders do know 
want us to learn the TRUTH!?!? 
 

 
 

Even Cambridge researchers say we acquired 
essential ‘foreign’ genes from microorganisms co-
habiting their environment in ancient times. 
 
U.I.P SUMMARY – The evidence is building up and 
the people are ‘waking up’ to the fact that we may 
have been created by Aliens! Scientists have even 
discovered what appears to be genetically modified 
seeds in the earth’s atmosphere suggesting these 
could have been made by Aliens to create LIFE on 
earth . 
 
According to MANY other top leading researchers 
that are far more open-minded, it does not seem 
far-fetched that humans were created by an 
advanced extra-terrestrial civilization in the far 
distant past, possibly with the assistance of genetic 
engineering, something that could perhaps help to 
explain the 223 plus “alien genes” present in our 
very own DNA. 
Many important leading figures in the world have 
suggested that Humans were created by Aliens! 
Francis Crick an English biochemist, who has 
actually won the Nobel prize, discovered in 1953 
the DNA structure. He sustained that extra-
terrestrial beings discovered our world in the distant 
past and decided to create “intelligent” life on the 
planet. 
 
The increasing evidence about our existence on 
Planet Earth can NO LONGER be ignored……does 
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this mean that religion is no longer important 
though?! Well NO, but it is important for the free 
world to keep an open mind on this very important 
subject? YES!! 
 

 
 

On July 4, 1979 at about 10:30 p.m. four persons, 
while watching a neighborhood fireworks display on 
Bancroft Road in Cleveland, observed a star-like 
object moving at an apparent rate faster than a 
normal aircraft. 
 
The object was first noticed in the southwest 
portion of the sky, at an elevation of from 70 to 90 
degrees. The UFO was moving swiftly toward the 
northeast, where it was lost from view after about 
one minute. 
 
One of the witnesses, who observed the object 
through a pair of binoculars, stated that the object 
was Delta-shaped and metallic gold in color with a 
red "beacon" light in the center. 
 
The witness further stated that through the 
binoculars the light was so bright that they had to 
put down the instrument, as their eyes began 
hurting. 
 
Source: "Northern Ohio UFO Casebook", Rick 
Hilberg 1979, 2018. 

 

 
  
(The famous Pascagoula, Mississippi abduction event is 
well-known.  Charles Hickson and Calvin Parker 
remained silent about it for many years.  Charles 
Hickson has passed.  Calvin Parker has just recently 
started talking about the abduction and published a 
book.  Back in November I contacted him regarding 
speaking at our conference.  He was already booked for 
the month of August 2019!  So we will try for 2020. Ed.) 

 
Man Who Says He Was Abducted By Aliens 

Breaks 45-Year Silence 
(https://dfw.cbslocal.com/2019/01/16/man-who-says-he-

was-abducted-by-aliens-breaks-45-year-silence/) 
January 16, 2019 

 
PASCAGOULA, Miss. (CBS Local) — A Mississippi 
man in declining health is telling a story he’s kept 
secret from his own family for 45 years: he claims 
he was abducted by aliens. 
 
Calvin Parker says he and his buddy Charles 
Hickson were fishing in 1973 on the banks of the 
Pascagoula River, just north of where Ingalls 
Shipyard now sits, when a “real bright beam 
appeared all over us and it kind of blinded me for a 
second and when I got my vision back, I seen three 
bulky looking creatures coming toward us.” 
 
Parker said the creatures were “probably 4, 4 1 /2, 
5 feet tall…built like football players. But I noticed 
they kind of moved mechanical wise and they were 
floating off the ground. By the time we stood up and 
turned around, they were there on us all at one 
time,” he told WALA in a rare interview. “Two of 
them got a hold of Charlie, one of them got a hold 
of myself and instantly I felt like, I just got relaxed.” 
 
Parker, who was 19 at the time, claims he and the 
42-year-old Hickson were levitated into a space 
craft. 
 
“There was an examination room, what I call it, and 
the ole big ugly creature that brought me in, he took 
me and laid me on the examination table and he 
just backed up out of the way. I couldn’t move or 
anything. All I could do was look,” Parker said. 
 
A device about the size of a deck of cards then 
came down from the ceiling. 
 
 “It hovered about a foot in front of my eyes and 
then it went to the right side of my head and it 
clicked, went behind my head and it clicked went to 
the left side of my head and clicked and then 
straight to the front and then it shot back into the 
ceiling,” he said. 
 
Then a “more feminine looking creature came out. 
She looked completely different than what I called 
the robot,” he said. She “had regular fingers and 
came over and pinched me on the side of the 

By Rick Hilberg 
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cheek and then she took her finger and ran it down 
my throat and got it behind that thing that hangs 
down back there and tried to come up in my nasal 
cavity and that is when it started hurting and I 
started choking and I got scared and she just kind 
of telepathically told me ‘Don’t be afraid we aren’t 
going to hurt you.'” 
 

 
Calvin Parker’s book “Pascagoula – The Closest 

Encounter: My Story.” 
 

Parker said the aliens then dropped him and 
Hickson on the river bank. They called the Jackson 
County Sheriff’s Office to report the incident. 
 
Former Jackson County Captain Glenn Ryder said 
he told the men to come in to the station. To test 
their sincerity, Ryder said deputies secretly placed 
a tape recorder into an interrogation room and left 
the two alone. 
 
 “I got to get home, get to bed or get some nerve 
pills or something, see the doctor or something. I 
can’t stand it. I’m about to go all to pieces,” Parker 
was recorded saying at the time. 
 
 “I tell you, when we get through, I’ll get you 
something to settle you down so you can get some 
damn sleep,” Hick son responded. 
 
“Something happened to them, said Ryder. “You 
don’t fake fear. He was scared. He was scared out 
of his mind.” 
 
The men would also take lie detector tests and 
pass. The story quickly went viral. 
 
 “It was a circus, a media circus,” former WALA-TV 
reporter Rennie Brabner said. 
 

Brabner believes something happened that night. 
 
 “I do not think they made it up in the sense that 
they created it out of whole cloth,” Brabner said. “I 
have been told, particularly Hickson was known to 
take a drink. Was it in the bottom of a bottle of a 
John Barleycorn bottle? I don’t know.” 
 
     Hickson wrote a book on his encounter and 
spoke numerous times about it before he died in 
2011. 
 
     Parker stayed out of the limelight for 45 years, 
but after suffering a stroke and having two open 
heart surgeries, he decided it was his turn to write a 
book about the night that changed his life” was 
published in July. 
 
 “You can’t really pin everything down. You don’t 
really know and that’s the point I’m holding out. I 
don’t know what happened, I know something 
happened,” Parker said. 
 

 
 

The Salt Fork Abductions 
(By Tom Wertman and Phyllis Budinger) 

 
On August 29-30, 2014 two men were on a 
fishing/camping trip at an Ohio state park (Salt 
Fork, Cambridge, Ohio).  The older man (43) was 
accompanied by a young man (19) who was his 
daughter’s boyfriend.  The older man is a 
construction worker who owns his own business.  
They were camped by the lake shore with chairs 
about two feet from the water, and would routinely 
stoke the fire every hour.  There was no one else in 
the vicinity.  
 
Late in the evening the two men saw a light low in 
the sky.  It moved back and forth to tree top level.  
About 1:30 a.m. they heard a shrill ‘woman-
sounding” voice.  It should be noted that many 
stories of ‘high strangeness’ abound (bigfoot, 
hauntings, UFOs) at Salt Fork.1  There is a cave in 
the park with a waterfall where a girl supposedly 
died.  The men became increasing nervous.  After 

1 Personal and YouTube communications. 
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1:30 a.m. the older man’s wife and daughter could 
not contact them.  The men have no recollection of 
what happened for three hours.  They became 
‘aware’ at 5:19 a.m. in the morning.  The fire was 
out.  The men grabbed their belongings, returned to 
the pickup truck and changed clothes out of their 
fishing clothes.  As the older man changed clothes 
he noticed his shirt was inside out! They also 
noticed markings on their bodies.  One witness 
found that he had marks over an estimated 40% of 
his body.  It should be noted that no alcohol was in 
their cooler, only water.  
 
Following is a Google map of the site.  The craft 
was suspected to have landed somewhere in the 
open area to the right of the tree.  Tom interviewed 
the men and visited the site. 
 

 
 
He submitted the clothing worn by the fishermen to 
me to determine whether there was anything 
anomalous related to the abduction.  The clothing 
from the older man included: cargo shorts, zippered 
sweatshirt, belt, hat, underwear.  The younger 
man’s clothing included: cargo shorts, red and 
black striped polo shirt (outside layer), navy blue 
long sleeve polo shirt (middle layer) white 
sleeveless shirt (inside layer – undershirt), 
underwear, belt, socks. The complete analytical 
report on the clothing analysis can be found on the 
Black Vault website. 
(http://www.theblackvault.com/casefiles/analyses-
of-two-experiencers-clothing-worn-during-an-
abduction-salt-fork-state-park-ohio.) 
 
The clothing was first examined for any visual 
stains and spots, and then for any areas which 
fluoresce under UV light.  All spots, stains and UV 
fluorescing areas found on the clothing were 
analyzed.  Only the cargo shorts and sweatshirt of 
the older man, i.e. outer clothing, was examined 
because the other apparel did not have any 
stains/UV fluorescing material.  The same was 

essentially true of the young man’s clothing.  Only 
the cargo shorts, both polo shirts, and sleeveless 
shirt contained stains worth analysis.  Following are 
photographs of the clothing examined. 
 

Older Man’s Clothes 
 

 
Cargo Shorts 

 

         
UV Fluorescing Stains on the Cargo Shorts 

 

 
Zippered Sweatshirt 

 

 
UV Fluorescing Stains on Sweatshirt Sleeve 
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Younger Man’s Clothes 

 

 
Cargo Shorts 

 

 
Stripped Polo Shirt 

 

 
Navy Polo Shirt 

 

 
Sleeveless Undershirt 

 
It should be noted that these clothes were exposed 
to the environmental conditions encountered on the 
fishing trip.  They were not new and were exposed 
to other contaminants encountered wherever they 
were worn.  For example, the older man did 
contract work and wore the zippered sweatshirt for 
that.  Laundry soap and fabric softener residues are 
also a possibility. This analyst understood that 
finding something anomalous would be like looking 
for the proverbial “needle-in-a-haystack”. But 
certainly the attempt was worth a shot.   
 
There were two objectives of this project. The first 
was to identify any stains and spots left on various 
pieces of clothing for anomalies which may be 
related to the abduction.  The second was to 
compare these results to two other analyses done 
by this laboratory. One was done on the dress 
Betty Hill wore during her abduction2 and the other 
done on an experiencer’s tee shirt worn during an 
abduction in Winnipeg, Canada3.  Other assorted 
characteristics were also compared. There are two 
detailed tables in the formal analytical report. An 
abbreviated table follows.

2 Frontier Analysis Technical Service Response No: 025. 
3 Frontier Analysis Technical Service Response No: 089. 
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COMPARISON OF SALT FORK EXPERIENCERS’ CLOTHING TO THOSE FROM TWO OTHER EXPERIENCERS 
(BETTY HILL AND WINNIPEG CANADA MAN) 

 
Experiencer Clothing History Location of 

Analyzed 
Anomalous 

Stains 

Analysis Location of Long 
Chain Carboxylic 

Acid Salt 

Betty Hill 
(Dress) 

Fiber is cellulose acetate.  It was 
a new dress, worn once before 
and never laundered.  It was 
stored in closet for 40 years 
before analysis.  Handled by 
many people over the years. 

Predominantly the 
outside of the dress. 

Mildew-like residue predominates in 
the stain areas. Common dust 
components and pet hair are found.  
Known DNA consisting of human , a 
soil bacteria.(alpha proteobacterium), 
spider and possible mouse.  There is 
a long chain carboxylic acid salt. 

Front mid-section of dress 
skirt. (Source:unknown) 

Canadian 
Man (Tee-
shirt) 

Fiber is cotton.  It has been worn 
and laundered.  The experiencer 
sleeps in it. 

Both outside 
and inside the 
shirt. 

Predominating are respiratory 
products (perspiration). Also present 
is a long chain carboxylic acid salt 
and traces of common mundane 
contaminates such as a small oil stain 
and probable food crumb. 

Both underarms and outside, 
inside back and inside front. 
(Source: underarms possible  
hygiene product ; 
Inside back and front: 
unknown) 

Salt Fork 
Older Man  
(Cargo 
Shorts) 

Fiber is cotton. The shorts are old 
and well-worn. 

All outside of 
the shorts. 

Dirt components, dead grass remains 
and a protein-type amide.  Also 
present are long chain carboxylic acid 
salts which may be zinc stearate and 
calcium stearate. 

Upper front left and 
lower front right. 
(Source: unknown) 

Salt Fork 
Older Man 
(Zippered 
Jacket) 

Fiber is polyester.  It is old well-
worn. 

All outside of 
the sweatshirt. 

Dirt components, paint components 
and a protein-type amide are present.  
There are long chain carboxylic acid 
salts which may be zinc stearate and 
calcium stearate. 

Right and left sleeves at wrists. 
(Source:  possible hygiene 
product i.e. soap) 

Salt Fork 
Younger 
Man (Cargo 
Shorts) 

Fiber is cotton.  The shorts is old 
and well-worn 

All outside of 
the shorts. 

There is a protein-type amide and a 
long chain carboxylic acid salt which 
is similar to zinc stearate. 

Front right pocket and back 
right pocket. (Source: 
unknown) 

Salt Fork 
Younger 
Man 
(Stripped 
Polo Shirt 

Fiber is a cotton/polyester blend.  
Shirt is worn. 

All outside of 
the shirt. 

Paint components only are 
detected. 

- 

Salt For 
Younger 
Man (Navy 
Polo Shirt) 

Fiber is cotton.  Shirt is 
worn. 

Limited number of 
spots stains with only 
one on the inside of the 
shirt. 

There are dirt components 
and a protein-type amide 
thought to be skin flakes. 

- 

Salt For 
Younger 
Man (White 
Sleeveless 
Shirt - 
Undershirt 

Fiber is polyester.  
Undershirt is well worn 
and highly stained. 

Highly stained both 
inside and outside. 

There are dirt components and 
perspiration components.  Also 
detected is a trace amount 
poly(dimethylsiloxane) which is a very 
common contaminant. 

- 

 
The comparison indicates possible component 
types which appear on clothing from all three 
experiencers.  These are long chain carboxylic acid 
salts, one of which may specifically be zinc 
stearate.  So this is flagged as a component to look 
for in future analysis of clothing from experiencers. 
Is this the “needle-in-a-haystack”? 
 
Long chain carboxylic acid salts are very ordinary 
materials, and were not thought to be anomalous in 
previous analyses.  These types of compounds 
have a plethora of uses.  Some are used in bar 
soap and stick deodorant in personal hygiene 
products. While there is a probability some may 

originate from these products, not all are believed 
to be from these sources.  Some of these 
components were found on clothing areas where 
there is low probability of originating from a hygiene 
source.   
 
It is also interesting that, for the most part, the 
carboxylic acid salts were found in UV fluorescing 
areas of the clothing. Many experiencers are 
reported to have UV fluorescing stains on their 
person or clothing.4  It should be noted that 

4 Kathleen Marden, Personal Communication, Derrel Sims 
Personal Communication. 
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something does not have to be exotic or of 
unknown composition to be of alien origin.   
 
Tom also collected four soil samples.  I have 
examined them, and the results of the analysis are 
in the process of being written up.  Following is a 
Google map of the landing site, and it shows where 
the samples were taken.  Past analysis of soils 
from UFO landing sites suggest that the soils have 
slightly higher magnetite (iron oxide mineral) than 
the surrounding soil. It is speculated that the UFO 
propulsion system acts as a magnet, which drags 
the magnetite up to the surface.  In that case, my 
iron measurements suggest a UFO has not only 
landed, but also indicates the location it had set 
down.  This is shown on the map. 
 

 
 

Ohio MUFON UFO Investigation Status 
By Ron McGlone 

Chief Field Investigator 
 

Ohio continues to 
receive its fair share of 
UFO reports with 
already 16 reports in 
January. Typically we 
average around 200-
250 a year and we 
currently have 34 under 
investigation at this 
time.  Of the 34 cases, 

22 of those are current sightings with the disc type 
most popular followed by strange lights, and 6 
reports of triangle shaped crafts. Also reported are 
3 abduction cases from the past. 
 
I’d also like to welcome Kevin Wakefield as a new 
Field Investigator for Ohio. Kevin was an 
investigator to Oregon MUFON and will make a 
great addition to our team. Although Michael Moore 
has moved out of state, he continues to help out 

along the southern areas in Ohio. For those 
interested in becoming a Field Investigator, 
information can be found on the mufon.com site 
under the “Research” tab. 
 
Another interesting article on the MUFON site is the 
“Project Match” program. It is a joint effort with the 
National Investigations Committee on Aerial 
Phenomena (NICAP), in an effort to correlate alerts 
regarding detection of electromagnetic / 
geomagnetic anomalies using what’s called 
MADAR along with actual sighting reports, to 
ultimately provide an early warning system to state 
directors and other researchers. The Project is also 
seeking volunteers for additional MADAR sites. 
These devices cost around $200 and you'll need an 
internet connection to participate. 
 

 

 
 

Secret Pentagon projects reveal gov't 
looked into UFOs, wormholes and other 

bizarre anomalies 
By Chris Ciaccia | Fox News 

https://www.foxnews.com/science/secret-pentagon-
projects-reveal-govt-looked-into-ufos-wormholes-and-

other-bizarre-anomalies 
 
Newly declassified documents from the Pentagon 
reveal the Department of Defense funded projects 
that investigated UFOs, wormholes, alternate 
dimensions and a host of other subjects that are 
often the topics of conspiracy theorists. 
 
The Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) released 38 
research titles on Jan. 18, following a Freedom of 
Information Act request from Steven Aftergood, 
director of the Federation of American Scientists’ 
Project on Government Secrecy. The research was 
funded by the Department of Defense under its 
Advanced Aerospace Threat Identification Program 
(AATIP). 
 
Some of the more interesting projects 
include Invisibility Cloaking; Traversable 
Wormholes, Stargates, and Negative Energy; Warp 
Drive, Dark Energy, and the Manipulation of Extra 
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Dimensions; and An Introduction to the Statistical 
Drake Equation. 
 
"The DOD and the DIA have previously sought to 
spin AATIP as being a program looking at 'foreign 
advanced aerospace weapon threats', but the 
attachment to the DIA's letter to Congress is 
difficult to reconcile with this, given that the 
'products produced' under the AATIP contract are 
listed as including reference papers on topics which 
seem more concerned with space travel," Nick 
Pope, a former employee at the British 
Government's Ministry of Defense, said in 
comments obtained by Fox News. 
 
Pope continued: "The smoking gun is the paper 
about the Drake Equation, which is used to 
estimate the number of civilizations in the universe. 
This supports the suggestion that AATIP was 
indeed a UFO program, as has been claimed, and 
not an aviation program looking at aircraft, drones 
and missiles." 
 
The Drake Equation is a seven-term equation that 
attempts to look at the different variables that would 
be relevant for intelligent life forms. This includes 
factors such as formed stars and their planets, the 
average number of planets that can potentially 
support life. Other factors include a fraction of those 
planets that can develop life and a fraction of these 
civilizations that have become intelligent. 
 
Some of the projects give details such as who was 
working on them  – Dr. Eric Davis of EarthTech 
International participated in the wormhole project, 
for instance – but others are left with scant details. 
 
The project entitled "Metallic Glasses" says Dr. 
Todd Hufnagel from Johns Hopkins University 
worked on the research, but it could mean 
anything. 
 
“I think anyone who looks at these titles will scratch 
their heads and wonder what on earth the Defense 
Intelligence Agency was thinking,” Aftergood said in 
an interview with MotherBoard. “These are the 
kinds of topics you pursue when you have more 
money than you know what to do with.” 
 

 
 

On the night of November 22, 1957, a close 
sighting took place in Ohio. Mrs. Richard Goff, who 
lives near Tiro, Ohio, told The Tiro World how she 
and her brother had witnessed an object that 
"looked something like a bedpan with eight or ten 
bright lights shining from the front edge." As it came 
near them, it looked much the same as a bank of 
field lights at a baseball game, according to the 
witnesses who were driving in a car at the time. 
 
Said Mrs. Goff: "At this point another car came over 
the hill behind us, from the north, with bright 
headlights on, and the object began to back away. 
It then changed appearance and took on a more 
circular shape, together with an orange-red color. It 
swung back and forth and up and down for a long 
time as it backed away. We watched it for at least 
fifteen minutes." 
 
Source: Gray Barker, FLYING SAUCERS 
July/August 1958. 
 

 
 

Nasa admits ‘tiny super-intelligent’ aliens 
may have ALREADY visited Earth – and 

says some UFO sightings ‘cannot be 
explained or denied’ 

 
By Sean Keach, Digital Technology and Science 

Editor 
3rd December 2018, 11:52 am 

Updated: 4th December 2018, 7:31 am 
(https://www.thesun.co.uk/tech/7885699/nasa-

aliens-alien-life-ufo-sightings) 
(Slightly edited for clarity. Ed.) 

 
A top Nasa scientist said the space agency needs 
to be "more aggressive" in the hunt for alien life 
 

By Rick Hilberg 
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A NASA scientist admits that it's entirely possible 
aliens have already visited Earth – and we simply 
never noticed. 
 
The space expert also noted that not all UFO 
sightings can be "explained or denied", and said 
scientists should be more open-minded about the 
possibility of alien visitors. 
 
Nasa has long been investing in SETI, the "search 
for extraterrestrial intelligence" – better known as 
aliens. 
 
And in a recently published paper on 
SETI, Professor Silvano P. Colombano suggested 
that alien life may have already visited us. 
 
He suggested that aliens could look so different 
from how we expect, and that they may be able to 
travel huge distances – because we simply can't 
comprehend their make-up or technology. 
 
"I simply want to point out the fact that the 
intelligence we might find and that might choose to 
find us (if it hasn’t already) might not be at all be 
produced by carbon based organisms like us," said 
Professor Colombano, of Nasa's Ames Research 
Centre in California. 
 
Nasa's Professor Colombano also suggested that 
some UFO sightings "cannot be explained or 
denied"  
 
"How might that change the above assumptions 
about interstellar travel? Our typical life-spans 
would no longer be a limitation (although even 
these could be dealt with multi-generational 
missions or suspended animation), and the size of 
the 'explorer' might be that of an extremely tiny 
super-intelligent entity." 
 
According to Professor Colombano, scientists are 
too preoccupied with modern human technology. 
 
This, he says, makes it difficult for us to imagine 
technology that could have been produced by 
aliens living on planets older than Earth. 
 
He said "we need to re-visit even our most 
cherished assumptions", including that "interstellar 
travel is impossible or highly unlikely". 
 

"Considering further that technological 
development in our civilisation started only about 
10,000 years ago and has seen the rise of scientific 
methodologies only in the past 500 years, we can 
surmise that we might have a real problem in 
predicting technological evolution even for the next 
thousand years, let alone 6 million times that 
amount," the professor explained. 
 
He added: "Even if the speed of light continues to 
be an unbreakable barrier, over spans of thousands 
of years civilisations could probably make 
interstellar journeys." 
 
NASA’s first spacecraft InSight designed to delve 
deep into a distant world is on course to land on 
Mars after six-month voyage 
 
In his paper, titled New Assumptions to Guide SETI 
Research, Professor Colombano said that recent 
discoveries of Earth-like planets by the Kepler 
space telescope offered hope. 
 
He said this should prompt Nasa to "focus our 
attention on detecting signs of life and technology 
in specific planetary systems". 
 
"I feel we need to become more flexible in our 
assumptions," he explained. 
 
"The reason is that, while it is still reasonable and 
conservative to assume that life is most likely to 
have originated in conditions similar to ours, the 
vast time differences in potential evolutions render 
the likelihood of 'matching' technologies very slim." 
 
Professor Colombano is advocating a more 
"aggressive approach" to the search for alien life. 
 
He also said scientists shouldn't rule out possible 
"signals" of alien life, thanks to their own doubtful 
prejudices. 
 
"In the very large amount of 'noise' in UFO 
reporting there may be 'signals' however small, that 
indicate some phenomena that cannot be explained 
or denied," the professor wrote. 
 
"If we adopt a new set of assumptions about what 
forms of higher intelligence and technology we 
might find, some of those phenomena might fit 
specific hypotheses, and we could start some 
serious enquiry." 
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Announcing a New Book by Irena Scott! 
 

SACRED CORRIDORS: SECRETS BEHIND THE 
REAL PROJECT BLUE BOOK, WRIGHT-PATTERSON 
AFB, ROSWELL, BATTELLE, MEMORY METAL, DR. 

J. ALLEN HYNEK & UFO COVER-UPS 
 
A new book just released by our own Dr. Irena 
Scott is receiving all kinds of accolades.  Your 
editor has not read it yet, so I have taken the liberty 
of publishing a book review which nicely sums up 
its content from the following web site. 
(https://strangertimes.net/book-reviews/book-
review-of-sacred-corridors-secrets-behind-the-real-
project-blue-book/) 
 
 “This is the third in a series of three interconnected 
books from Irene McCammon PhD and all released 
by Flying Disk Press and a welcome offering it is. 
This time Dr. McCammon tells of her visits to 
Wright Patterson Air Force Base and how she was 
able to visit (and photograph) sensitive areas not 
normally accessible by the public. 
 
The title, i.e. ‘Sacred Corridors’, refers to the 
locations she visited in her search for the truth 
about the UFO phenomenon. The book itself, which 
is impeccably referenced and contains over 50 
pages of pictures and images of original letters by 
Dr. Allen Hynek, is a textbook example of dogged 
determination in tracking down real information 
about the likelihood of a concerted cover-up at the 
highest levels of government by the US authorities. 
 
The chapters include information on such 
fascinating subjects as the semi-legendary Hanger 
18, where UFO debris was stored, the existence up 
secret underground vaults, another look at Project 
Bluebook, and best of all, a close look at Dr. J. 
Allen Hynek and what he really thought about 
Project Bluebook, the iconic operation he was 
tasked with overseeing. It is perhaps telling that the 
more he saw, the more he realized that this was 
real. 
 
Also fascinating are the insights into the exotic 
metallic alloys that were allegedly found at the 
various crash sites, particularly the ‘memory metal’ 
found at the Roswell crash site and also how 

serious research into the subject of UFOs was 
actively discouraged and derailed by the CIA and 
any useful information either trashed or discredited. 
One has to ask why? Who Gains…or indeed loses? 
Hopefully Dr. McCammon will continue to keep 
digging and writing, because the truth does need to 
be told, great stuff; buy it and learn. 
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	UFOdyssey is the name of the podcast Paul Althouse and I will be hosting on Odysy1.com. Currently the show is prerecorded with a new episode each week on Thursday night at 8:00 pm. The new episode will replay twice that week along with the previous we...
	I debated about doing a podcast for some time. What sold me on the idea were several factors: being able to reach out to a broader audience, I have control of the show content, and it’s associated with Star Trek. I hope you tune in and enjoy.

